Tell Team Members “You’re Essential!”

Make a recognition event extra memorable by presenting each staffer, team member, or volunteer with a “Teamwork: You’re An Essential Piece” gift item from Positive Promotions. Before you hand it out, give the following speech to remind the group of the vital role everyone plays. You can even personalize the experience by calling each person up one by one, and stating one way in which that person contributes to the team. Your team members will never forget this thoughtful show of appreciation!

Speech for “Teamwork: You’re An Essential Piece” Gift

Our organization is like a jigsaw puzzle; a single missing piece leaves it unfinished. Without any one of us, we would not be complete. Your ideas and insights are things only you can contribute, and your unique skills, talents, and strengths are a perfect fit with us.

And, like a puzzle, we are more than the sum of our parts. As we fill our individual roles, we also make up the big picture. We work in unison to get the job done and make our organization a remarkable place. Each of the dedicated and valued members of our team proves that individually we are special, but together we are spectacular. Thank you for all you do!
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